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This book teaches principles through which any man can transmute his sexual energy to
something more productive than just the pleasures gotten from sex. Sexual Energy
Transmutation is just what it implies; the transmutation of sexual energy. Transmutation means
transformation; so sexual transmutation means the transformation of sexual energy into some
other form of energy.This book does not try to get you to give up sex totally; It just to makes you
see the benefits of giving up sex for a little while, while you allow that energy build, and then
transform it into something more productive for you in the long run. The benefits are enormous,
and you cannot understand this until you perform this sexual energy transmutation yourself and
experience the results.

Book DescriptionIf you're having trouble sleeping, mindfulness can help.--This text refers to the
paperback edition.About the AuthorAnna Black is a highly qualified mindfulness practitioner,
who teaches mindfulness workshops. Anna has a Masters in Mindfulness-based Approaches to
Health and has completed the Advanced Teacher Development Intensive run by teachers from
the North Wales Centre for Mindfulness in the UK and from the Center for Mindfulness at the
University of Massachusetts Hospital, USA. She is the author of Living in the Moment, The Little
Pocket Book of Mindfulness, Mindfulness @ Work, A Year of Living Mindfully, and Mindfulness
on the Go, all published by CICO Books. Anna has an established personal practice in
mindfulness and meditation—visit www.mindfulness-meditation-now.com. Anna is based in
London, UK. --This text refers to the paperback edition.
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Transmutation for SuccessChapter 6- Exercise! Exercise! Exercise!Chapter 7-
ConclusionChapter 1- What Is Sexual Energy Transmutation?Sexual Energy Transmutation is
just what it implies; the transmutation of sexual energy. Transmutation means transformation; so
sexual transmutation means the transformation of sexual energy into some other form of energy.
If you are a man, you naturally have an abundance of sexual energy in you (that is if you don't
masturbate every hour of the day), and all you need to do is to learn how to transform that
energy into something that would benefit you more than the good feeling you get from
ejaculation. Of course I am not trying to get you to give up sex totally; I am just trying to make you
see the benefits of giving up sex for a little while, while you allow that energy build, and then
transform it into something more productive for you in the long run.Energy can neither be
created nor destroyed, but can be transformed from one form to another. Pardon me, but you are
going to see this many times in the course of this book. I am going to keep repeating it in every
chapter so as to make it sink into your subconscious mind. It really is true; energy can neither be
created nor destroyed, but can be transformed from one FORM to another. Sexual energy can
be transformed to creative energy, or mental energy, or physical energy. And since for you to
grow and become a success in life, you need to be alert mentally, physically, and creatively, it will
help you a lot if you can restrain yourself from sex or any form of ejaculation for a period of time,
and enjoy the benefits that come with doing so.The benefits are enormous, and you cannot
understand this until you perform this sexual energy transmutation yourself and experience the
results. All you have to do is to abstain from sex for a period of time, and focus on your goals in
life. Everyone needs a purpose or an ultimate goal in life, and I am sure you have one. It is that
thing you love to do the most, and that other people can also benefit from. No matter how odd
your goals in life might be to you, remember that there are more than 7 billion people on Earth,
so even if .001% of people understand you and love what you do, you are serving a purpose on
Earth. What better way to live, right? You are doing something you love, and that thing is giving
joy and happiness to tens of thousands of people all over the world.I own a Hip Hop blog, and I
noticed that any time I want to give up on the blog, someone laves a comment on the blog telling
me how much he/she loves my blog and how much happiness he/she gains from reading it
every day. Now, this is just me, and I am sure whatever you love doing, there are thousands, or
tens of thousands of people out there that love it. Just make sure it is something you really love,
so that it can take away your mind from sex for the time being, and help you build up your sexual
energy, while focusing on the work of making your dreams a reality. This way, you are getting joy
from working on your desire, and you are also building up you sexual energy. And the more you
build up your sexual energy, the better you become in whatever field you are operating in.
Remember that energy can neither be created nor destroyed, but can be transformed from one
form to another. Building up that energy is just like fueling up your car for that journey to the



accomplishment of whatever your goals are.Take time to focus on your goal, make sure your
goal is something delicious that makes your insides tingle. This will help you stay focused along
the journey to success.
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Book Lover, “Honoring this book. As the creator of Sexy Challenges and The Couples Spot I am
honored by this book. Even though I disagree with some of the ideas. Like the repeated
message that energy cannot be created or destroyed. In my view we create energy every time
we make love to our partner. Even with that I loved this book and the passionate information it
passes along. we need more sexual love in our world it is beautiful.peace and love,Rob - http://
sexychallenges.comlook up Sexy Challenges on Amazon”

Emmanuel Olorunyomi, “Great knowledge. Good book. Very precise and straight to the point.
Wish I would have learn this concept long time ago but I am 24 years old”

Guelie, “Uncovering Your Higher Calling. This book is very much down to the point, and has
plenty of useful advice for transmuting sexual energy.While not an exhaustive guide about the
topic, it gives you enough to get started. As the author states, the short length of the book makes
it easier to revisit and understand.I've read many articles about sexual transmutation, but this is
one of the few pieces of literature that made me understand what I was doing with said
energy.Sexual transmutation is something us men who grew up in an age of internet
pornography & lethargy really need to understand to truly achieve a higher potential in life.The
more that is written about this topic the better, for that I thank the author for an excellent entry
into the field of sexual transmutation. A basic but essential read.”

Giddy Gilbert, “Good book!. Short and sweet with good advice on why sex transmutation is an
essential practise and how to do it.Book has minimal typo errors but generally good.”

Peter Rose, “Four Stars. Yes it was interesting!”

The book by Anna Black has a rating of  5 out of 3.3. 8 people have provided feedback.
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